DESCRIPTIVE CARD
TOURIST INFORMATION OF THE STRUCTURE
In a warm familiar atmosphere of a young family who speaks Italian English and Spanish, you will find
the Bed & Breakfast "Casa Romar". Making available to you a double room with a small balcony,
an independent entrance and a complete private bathroom. Where an exquisite breakfast will be offered
to you.You will also have the possibility of using at request telephone, internet, hair dryer, iron, washing machine
and refrigerator. An additional bed or cradle for children can be provided.

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION
You will have the opportunity to discover the exciting city of Turin, with its accentuating North-Italic character.
The city is an invitation to walk throughout the banks of the Po River and the beautiful parks Colletta, Crescenzo,
Michelotti and the Faustus Coppi garden. You will be located close to the very center of Turin and will be able
to arrive walking, following the Po River banks, to Piazza Vittorio and Piazza San Carlo in 20 minutes.

HOW TO ARRIVE
You can access without disadvantages with your car, or very quickly making use of street car n. 15
(direction Ponte Sassi) or buses n. 68 and n. 77 (direction Corso Belgio).

CULTURE AND HISTORY
You can be with the past of a city that was originally the celtic Taurasia, which afterwards the Romans refouded
as Augusta Taurinorum and that in the XIIIth century belonged the counts of Savoya. The city was then bound
to the house of Sabaudi and was from 1720 to 1861 the capital of the Sardinia-Piemonte kingdom, soon
to be capital of new Italy until 1865. Visiting the museums can be a trip to the historical past of Torino.
Among them you will find the Museo Egizio; the Museo archeologico; the Palazzo Madama that includes
the Museo Civico d'Arte Antica, etc. Other historical places of intrest are the Mole Antonelliana, Porta Palatina,
Palazzo Carignano, the Museum of the Cinema and the Opera. In the natural surroundings of the beautiful
hills of Turin you will be able to visit the Superga (672 meters) which allows a panoramic view towards
the city of Turin and the Alps.

GASTRONOMICAL SPECIALTIES
You will find in the city the typical "piemontese" food, excellent restaurants, optimal pizzerias, noisy bars, warm
coffee shops and "vinerie" with all a North-Italic atmosphere in which you will be able to try food and drinks
of high quality and discover new tastes and flavors.

SHOPPING AND CURIOSITIES
Walking under the famous arches of the streets of Turin's center, you can find art galleries, bookstores
and very elegant boutiques of "haute couture" among other things. Turin is famous for being the city of origin
of Vermouth and for manufacturing exquisite chocolates and sweets. This true rainbow of unforgetable
experiences will be always kept in a special place in your hearts.
Reservations: +39 011 899 9403 - +39 349 1804814
E-mail: buenasnoches@tiscali.it

Bed & Breakfast "Casa Romar"
Corso Chieti, 5 - 10153 - Torino
Tel. +39 011899 9403

Mobile +39 349 1804814
e-mail: buenasnoches@tiscali.it
www.casaromar.it

